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Abstract 
Zhang, P., On isotopy classification of embeddings of n-manifolds in Iw Pzn, Topology and its 
Applications 53 (1993) 301-315. 
In this paper the isotopy group of embeddings of an orientable closed manifold M in the real 
projective space of even dimension, a nonorientable manifold, in the metastable range, is 
computed in terms of the homotopy groups of M. The computation is based on the approach to 
embedding problems in normal bordism framework, which converts the calculations into those of 
singular homology groups of a certain elaborate space pair with twisted integers as coefficients. 
It forms part of a project which applies the normal bordism method to the existence and isotopy 
classification of differential embeddings of manifolds in manifolds in the metastable range. 
Keywords: Differential manifolds; Embeddings; Isotopy; Normal bordism; Homology with local 
coefficients. 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: 57R40, 55N22. 
1. Introduction 
Given a closed connected differential manifold M”, a connected differential 
manifold Nni-k and a map f: M” + Nn+k, we denote by [M” cN”+~I~ the set 
.rr,(N”, E, f>, h w ere E is the space of differential embeddings, and denote by 
[M” c Nn+k]ffl the set of isotopy classes of embeddings homotopic to f. It is well 
known that the fundamental group rr,(N”, f 1 acts on [M” c N”+klf naturally on 
the left with [M” c Nn+k]Lfl as the orbit set (e.g. [4]). Haefliger [2] has proved the 
following general theorem concerning the set [M” c Nn+k-mlf in the metastable 
range. 
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Theorem 1.1 [2]. Let M” be a closed connected manifold and Nn+k be a connected 
manifold. Suppose that f : M + N is an (m + l)-connected map, i.e., f * : rri(M) + 
ni(N) is an isomorphism for i < m and an epimorphism for i = m + 1. Then 
(i) f is homotopic to an embedding if k > n - m and n ZZ= 2m + 3; 
(ii) [M”~N”+~]~=(O}ifk>n-mandn>2m+3. 
For the case where k = n > 3 and N is orientable, the group [M” c N”+k]f has 
been presented in terms of the fundamental groups and the second homotopy 
groups of M and N [7]. In this paper, as a sequel to [6] and [7], we shall consider 
the case where N is the nonorientable manifold RP”, the even dimensional 
projective space, and prove the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that n > 4. Let M” be a closed connected manifold and let 
f: M” + RP2” be a map which induces an epimorphism f, : r,(M) -+ ~T~([WP~“) = 
L,. Assume that there is no element in ker f * which is represented by orientation 
reversing loops (e.g. when M is orientable). Then, 
(M”cRP2”]/= 
( 
(ker f,/[ker f*, ker f,]) CZJ Z, if n is euen, 
ker f*/[ker f*, ker f*lG, ifnisodd, 
where G stands for the subgroup of ker f * generated by the squares of elements 
which are not in ker f .+ . 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that m > 0 and n 2 2m + 4. Let M” be a closed connected 
manifold with T,(M) = 0 for 1 -C i < m. Suppose that f * : rr,(M”) + ~,(RP2”-“‘) = 
U 2 is an isomorphism. Then 
! 
r:+,(M) @Z*, if both m and n are even, 
1 
M”c[Wp2”-m]f= z::;;; @n2, 
r:+,(M): 
if;f;;dn;rel;e: 
9 
if m is even and n is odd, 
where rr ,*+ I( M 1 is the quotient group of r,,, + , (M) by the subgroup (a - Tra,(a) I a E 
To+,; [~]ET,(M)) and ?r,#+,(M) is the quotient group of TV+, by the 
subgroup (a + T,,,(a)1 a E z-~+~(M); [aI E n,(M), [al f 0). 
The proof of the theorems is based on the results obtained through the 
approach in normal bordism framework in the metastable range. The calculations 
are in fact those of singular homology groups with local coefficients. In Section 2 
we recall the definition and properties of the space pair (Kf, M X P”), which will 
be used in our proofs, that simplifies the computations in general in the framework 
of normal bordism introduced by Dax [ll and Salomonsen [8]. We refer to [6,7] for 
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the details. In Section 3 we consider double coverings and investigate the relation 
between the homology of the covering space and that of the base space with local 
coefficients. This is the passage from [M” cN”+~]~ to the homotopy of the space 
0, and, further, the homotopy groups of A4 in certain favourable cases such as the 
results in this paper. Finally Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are proved in Sections 4 and 5 
respectively. The cases where m is odd in Theorem 1.3 is a corollary of [7, 
Theorem 1.61. 
Remark. If II =z 2k - 4 and M” is a closed (n - k + 2)-connected manifold, the 
isotopy group [M” c RP”+k] can be computed as a homotopy group of a Stiefel 
manifold in the stable range 16, Theorem 1.11. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let f:M”+Nntk be a map. Define 0, as {(x, y, al] f(x) = a(- I), f(y) = 
a(l)), a subspace of the product M X M X NJ, where J = [- 1, 11. There is an 
involution T: (x, y, a) * (y, x, a-‘) on a,, where a-‘(t) = a( - t). The projec- 
tion 9 : 0, -+ M x M on the first two factors is obviously a fibration with the loop 
space RN as fibre. Choose x0 and (x,, x0, Us& = yO as base points of M and 0, 
respectively, where afcxO) is the constant loop at f(x,J. We have the following 
exact homotopy sequence 
. . . 
- r,(RN) 5 7rl(f2,) 2 TT,( M) XT,(M) 2 r,(ON) 
- 7r@+) - 1. (1) 
Proposition 2.1. Let A : M + M x M be the diagonal map and i, : M + M X M be the 
inclusion map defined by x + (x, x,). Denote by ker f * the kernel of the homomor- 
phism f* :TT~(M)-+IT~(N). Then im q* =(i,,(ker f*))(im A,). 
The involution T ’ : R, X S m + 0,~ S” is defined by (x, y, a; s) * (y, x, 0-l; 
--s), where --s is the antipodal point of s in S”. We denote by Kf the quotient 
space of 0, x S” by the free Z,-action associated to the involution T’. Note that 
M x P” can be embedded naturally in Kf as a subspace, where P” = RP”. 
Proposition 2.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
6) f * : r,(M) + rl(N) is an epimorphism; 
(ii) 0, is path connected; 
(iii) Kr is path connected. 
Proposition 2.3. The commutator subgroup [rl(Kf), n-JKf)l can be identified 
with [~@,I, ~,(fi,)l((T,(a))a-’ I a E r,(O,)), a subgroup of r,(Rf), where 
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((T, (a))~ - ’ I a E rr,(finf)) is the group generated by all elements in the form 
(T,(a)W’. 
Define the virtual bundle b, over K, as BEEP - F*(TN 6 A) @ E”-~, in 
which TM is the tangent bundle of M, A is the canonical line bundle over P”, 
EP(M) and EP(TM) are quotient spaces (A4 X M X S”)/Z, and (TM X TM X 
Sm>/Z2 defined respectively by involutions of the form (x, y, S) ++ (y, x, --s), and 
S, F are defined respectively by the commutative diagrams 
fi,xS” 2 MxMxS” 
and 
P I I 
Kf ANxP”, 
(2) 
(3) 
where 4x, y, a>=o(O>. 
Proposition 2.4 [6, Theorem 3.41. Suppose that n G 2k - 4. If f is homotopic to an 
embedding, then there is a bijection 
Cn,_,+,(K,., MxP”; 4) + [M” cN”+~]/. 
The following proposition enables one to compute the normal bordism group 
concerned under certain favourable conditions. 
Proposition 2.5 [l, Proposition 5.1; 7, Proposition 3.11. Let Z, be the local system 
of integers twisted by 6 over K,. If H,(K,, M X P”; Z,) = 0 for i < m, then ni(Kf, 
MXP”; c$>= 0 for i <m and Q,,,(K,, M X P”; 4) is isomorphic to H,,,(Kf, 
M x P”; Z,). 
Let d : n-,(Q) --) L, be the orientation homomorphism for any manifold Q. We 
write (- l)“, for simplicity, instead of (- ljdCa), for each a E rr(Q>. 
Lemma 2.6 (see [5,7]). Suppose that K, is path connected. The nonorientability of the 
virtual bundle 4 oner K, is equicalent to the surjectiueness of the function 
h LI h’ : im q * Ll im q * + { - 1, l] defined by h(c, a) = ( - l)‘( - l)f*(“) and h’(c, a) 
= (- ljk( - I)“( - l)f*(“‘, where a E r,(M) and c E ker f .+ are as in Proposition 2.1. 
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Proof. Since Kf is path connected, it is sufficient to examine whether the 
orientation of the fibre of 6 over the base point ( y,; so> is reversed along a loop. 
For a loop (Y which can be lifted to a loop cl; in the covering space a, X S”, the 
change of orientation of C$ along (Y is equivalent to that of the pull-back Q*C$ 
along 15. The change of orientation of p*~*Ef’(~A4) is equivalent to that of 
rM X TM along the projection of ~5 on the first two factors which represents an 
element of im 9%. The change of orientation of ~*F*(TN 6 A) is equivalent to that 
of rN along the image of & under the composition of its projection on 0, and the 
map r, which is homotopic, rel. f(x,,), to the composition of the projection of ci; on 
the first factor and the map f. Thus we obtain the function h : im q* + ( - 1, 1) by 
h(c, a) = ( - l)‘( - l)“( - l)“( - l)f*(“) = (- l)‘( - l)f*cu) which characterizes the 
change of orientation of C#I along the loops that can be lifted to loops. 
If (Y is a loop which cannot be lifted to a loop, the lifting Cu in 0, x S” starts at 
(y,; so) and ends at (y,,; - so). Note that the projection of & on R, is a loop at y,,. 
The examination of the restriction of p*$ on 0, is the same as above. But the 
orientations of the restrictions of the pull-back of the bundle TM X TM X S” over 
(x0, X(1, so) and (x,, xCl, -s,> differ by a sign which is determined by exchanging 
the two direct summands, while those of the pull-backs from TN 6 &1 over 
(x0, x0, so) and (x0, x0, -so> differ by a sign which is determined by multiplica- 
tion of - 1 on each factor. Thus we obtain a function h’ : im q* + (- 1, 11 by 
h’(c, a) = (- l)‘( - l)f*‘“‘( - I)“X”( - l)*+k = (- I)‘( - l)f*‘“‘( - l)k. 0 
We observe the following fact about the coefficients of the twisted integers that 
is crucial to the proofs of our theorems. 
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that K, is path connected. Then 
Proof. This follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 2.6 and the fact that 
Z, = Z, if and only if the orientations of 5 and 5 over each point are either 
preserved or reversed simultaneously along every loop. 0 
3. Double coverings and homology with local coeffkients 
Let X be a path connected space and let 17 be the line bundle associated to a 
nontrivial double covering p : x +X. Suppose that both X and X are semi-locally 
simply connected. Denote by T: x -+x the nontrivial covering transformation 
over X. Let G be any bundle of local coefficients in Abelian groups on X. Then 
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following commutative diagram 
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coefficient system on X. Note that we have the 
where 1 is defined by I(,, g) = (FE, g>. 
If 4 :(X, iO) ---f (X, x,) is a universal covering map, there is a covering map 
r :<8, 5,) + (_%?, X0) such that p 0 r = q. Recall from 110, p. 2781 that H,(X; 
G) = H* (GQ @?Qx, x,,) C,(g)> and H,(x; G)=HH,(G,o @71,c~,I,,j C,(J?>> by 
the Eilenberg Theorem, where C, (2) is the singular chain complex of 2;. There is 
a long exact sequence 
-- 
. . - H,(Ker 0) - H,(X;G) - H,(X; G) + ... (4) 
induced by the short exact sequence of the chain complexes 
0 - Ker@ - G,,, @%,(x.~,,’ C,(X) -4: G,,, @~,(x,xU’ C,(X) - 0, 
where Ker 0 is the subcomplex generated by elements of the form 10 @y-‘)(g) 
~w-g~hg~wforwinC,(~),gin~and~(y-’)theisomorphism~,,~-,G,,,~ 
induced by the path y in x. 
Proposition 3.1. 6) Ker 0 = (U - T,(u) I u E C,(x; c)); 
(ii) if G=G’@Z,,, Ker O= (u+T,(u)IuEC,(X; p*G’)). 
Proof. (i) For any simplex w in X there corresponds a unique simplex u = r 0 w in 
x; for any path ? in X from w(e,) to i0 there corresponds a unique path T from 
u(e,) to X0. Write ~?(y-‘j(g) = h. Then under the map G,,, B~,(x, x,)’ C,(d) + 
C,(x; G) defined in [lo, p. 2781, we have 1 o??((y-‘)(g) 8 w-g @~c_w = 
(&(;i)(lo G(yP’)(g))). 
-- 
u - ((G(T 0 ?)i%y-‘N(g)) .T 0 u = (?%(7)(h)). u - ((G(T 0 -- 
‘i)~l)(h)).T~u=(G(;i)(h)).u-(I~(G(T~~))(h)).T~u=h’.u-l(h’).T~u= 
h’ . u - T, (h’ . u). 
(ii) Since p*Z, is trivial, c(r-‘) can be identified with the identity homomor- 
phism for each path y. Then for any (X0, m> E G,,) we have 10 @(rP’)(x,, 
(X0, m)> = I(%-,, (TZ,, m>> = (x,, (X0, -m)). 0 
Similarly one may consider the relative case and obtain the long exact sequence 
analogous to (4) and the similar description of the subgroup ker 0,. 
We now consider the specific double covering p : 0, x S” + K, and the bundle 
of coefficients L, 6 Z,. 
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Proposition 3.2 (see [7, Corollary 3.61). Iff, : r,(M) --j r,(N) is an epimolphism, 
(z4 + T;ulu E C,(R,x S”; p”L,)) 
=(a + T’*ala EH,(L?fXSm; p*h,)). 
Proof. Since S” is contractible and 0, is path connected, it suffices to consider the 
case where u + T 0 u is a cycle in 0, for a l-simplex U. (Notice here that we may 
assume that p*Z, is orientable, for the automorphism of a fibre of p*Z4 induced 
by a loop must be the identity if the loop represents a cycle.) Choose a path 7 from 
y, to u(0). Then T+U--TOT is a cycle in 0, and (7+u-ToO)+T*(T+u- 
ToT)=u+Tou. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that m > 0 and f: M” + N2n-m is an (m + l&connected 
map. Then 
(u + T;+ E Cm+* (n,xSm, MxS”; p*z,)) 
= (a + T;+ ~ff,+,(fI,xS~, MxS”; p*Z,)), 
where M X S" is embedded in 0, x S” in the natural way. 
Proof. In fact we are considering the group (u’ + T, u’ I u’ E C, + ,(a,, M; p *Z,)). 
As in the previous proposition it is sufficient to consider, without loss of generality, 
the (m + l&simplex u in R, such that the boundary of u + T 0 u is a cycle in M. 
Write au + a(T 0 u) = CT$‘( - 1)‘~~‘) + ET=T,l( - 1)‘T 0 uci), where uci) stands for 
the ith face of u defined as the map u 0 ek +, : A” + Am+’ in which ek +, is the ith 
standard embedding of the standard simplex A”. Assume, without loss of general- 
ity, that there is no any ~6~) such that u”‘(A”) CM nor any pair of oriented faces 
of u which cancel. We obtain a nontrivial permutation ~(0, 1,. . . , m + 1) = (a(O), 
a(l), . . . , u(m + 1)) such that CL(~) = T 0 u(“(‘)) and, of course, T 0 u(j) = ZL(~(~)). It also 
follows that a(i) = i + 1 mod 2 and m is even. Since au is a cycle, each face of uci) 
must be a common face with some u U) = T 0 LL(~(~)). But the invariant subspace of 
the involution T is M so ~u”‘(A”-’ ) CM for each i. It follows from the 
hypothesis and the exadt sequence (1) that the inclusion M -fR, induces an 
isomorphism of the homotopy groups in each dimension k =G m. There then exists a 
homotopy H, : Dm + L?, such that H,(D” X (0)) CM, Hii(D" X (1)) = u(‘) and 
HJSm-’ XI) = tid'). This defines an (m + l)-chain w = Cr=,<- ljkf’w,, where 
: Am+’ + D” x I 2 R is a singular simplex with the property that WC(‘) = zJi). 
$te that we may construc:w such that T,(w) = Cr< - l)a(k+l)~,(k+,j. it is then 
clear that (w + u - T, (w>> + T, (w + u - T, (w>> = u + T 0 u and straightforward 
to verify that Xw + u - T,(w)) is a relative cycle in M. 0 
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We also need to consider the double coverings P : (f2, X SW) X Rpz~-mS2n-m + 
0, X S” and p : K, X Rp:~~OS2n-m -+ K, defined by the pull-back diagrams 
(0, x S”) x Rpz”-mS*n-m , s*n-m 
6 
I 
t 
(5) 
n,xr 
3 Rp2”-WI xp” pr, Iwp2n-” 
and 
Kr x RPz+2n-,n ) s2n-m 
(6) 
with nontrivial covering transformations 2 and g respectively. Proposition 3.3 also 
applies to these two cases under the same condition, while Proposition 3.4 may 
fail; fortunately the proof of Theorem 1.2 does not rely on it. 
Finally we need to describe the cokernel of the homomorphism in the (m + 11th 
homology groups induced by the above double coverings. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that f : M” + N 2n-m is an (m + l)-connected map. Let 
p : (X, x) -+ (X, A) be one of the three double coL]erings considered above. Let C$ be 
a nonorientable vector bundle over (X, A) and let 77 be the line bundle over (X, A) 
associated to the double covering. Then 
(9 ifp,Z, is trivial, H,(p): H,(X; p,Z,) -+H,(X; Z, C3 Z7> is onto; 
(ii) if p*Z+ is nontrivial, coker(H,(p)) = Z,; 
(iii) if m > 1, every element of coker(H, + 1 @, A; pz+&,) + H,+&X-, A; Z, @ 
Z,)) is of order 2. 
Proof. (i> The homomorphism a: H,,(Ker 0) + H,,(X, Z) is simply the multiplica- 
tion by 2 and hence a monomorphism. 
(ii> It follows from the Thorn-Gysin sequence for the double covering consid- 
ered as a O-sphere bundle. 
(iii) Notice here that H,(x, A’, p .+ Z!+) is a trivial group. If u + T 0 u = &v, it 
follows that 2(u + T 0 u) = &v + T,(aw). This implies that 2(u + ;i; 0 u) is a bound- 
ary of Ker 0. 0 
Remark. If the coefficients are in the field of rational numbers, there is a neater 
account of the content in this section [3, p. 761. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
The proof of the theorem can be reduced to the computation of the homology 
group H,(K,, M X P”; Z,). 
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Note that 
and 
w,(r*(rRP” &A)) =r*(p rI*wi( rRP2”) + 2npr,*w,( A)) 
=r~,(Y*prTh~~) 
w,(i:*((rWP%&‘) GA)) 
= F*(pr:“w,(rRP’” @E’) + (2n + l)pr2*W,(h)) 
= w,(( F*pr:h,,) @ (T*pr2*A)) 
= wl(( r*prTA,,) @ 7) = w,( r*pr:A,, en), 
where A,, is the canonical line bundle over WP’” and 77 is the associated line 
bundle with the double covering 0, X S” + K,. For the inclusion i : M X P” + K,, 
wehave?oi=fxid:MxP”+RP2” X P”. It follows that w,(?*pr,*A,,, I MOP=) = 
prPf*wl(A2n), which does not vanish because f* : H,(M; Z,> -+ Hl(RP2”; Z,> is 
an epimorphism. We also know that w,((?*pr;FA,,, @ n)l MOP-) = pr,*f*w,(A2,) + 
pr2y w,(A), which does not vanish. Combining these analyses of the first Stiefel- 
Witney classes with Proposition 2.7, we obtain, from the exact homology se- 
quences, that 
coker( H,( i) : H1( M X P”; ZprFl.*A2,) 
--) q K,; Hi*pr?*J)> 
[M" c lRP2”],= if n is even, 
coker( H,( i) : ff,( M X f’“; hpr~f*AZ,z @ Zpr:*) 
-,H I( Kf; &r+, _,I @ w 
if n isodd. 
From diagrams (11, (2) and (3) we know that the map 
I:‘rr,(L!nf~Rp~,S2n; (yO, L,,])) -% ker r* 2 ker fx x ker f* 
is an isomorphism. First we claim that the subgroup (-1 a E C,(X)) of 
H,(R, x RP~nS 2n) is isomorphic to G@ G in ker @ wf,, where G is the 
subgroup of ker f.+ generated by the squares of elements which are not in ker f, , 
and a subgroup of ker f* with a bar over it denotes the image of it in the quotient 
ker f* /ker f*, ker f, 1. 
If a = (cu), where (Y is a loop, we may choose a path p in RfXR,znS2” from wg 
to g(w,,) such that the projection on each of the first two factors of a,- is a loop 
which represents an element (0, > in r,(M)\ ker f, . Then 
I((a*P*(d~u)~P-‘))=((n,*Pl*nl*Pl’),(n2*rc2*~2*PZ’)) 
= (b, *B,J2(P;l)2. (a2 *P2)2(P;‘)2) 
implies that the isomorphic image of a is in G @ c. 
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If a = (a), where (Y is a loop, we may choose a path fi in 0, X Wp~“S2n from wO 
to g(w,) such that the projection on each of the first two factors of 0, is a loop 
which represents an element (pi > in rr ,(M)\ ker f*. Then 
q((Y*P*(ga+P))= (((Y,*P,*(Y1*P11),((Y2*P2*ff2*P;’)) 
= (<a, * P,J2(P,P’)2, (a2 * P2)2(P;32) 
implies that the isomorphic image of a is in ?? CB ??. 
If a is a cycle but a is not, we may choose a path (Y in 0, x n+S2” such 
that (Y *(g(~y)> represents a. Note that the projections of cy on the first two 
factors of 0 are loops in rr,(M)\ker f*, it follows that 
qa *(E(4) >) = ((4 (4). 
We have proved the above claim. 
Since (T’xid),(a+g*(a))=(T’xid),(a)+g,((T’xid),(a)) for each UE 
Hi(L2nf~RP~,S2n), the isomorphism H,(T’) can be identified as the automorphism 
of H,(Rf x Rp2n S2n)/ (-1 a E C,(X)) induced by CT’ X id) .+. Then the ho- 
mology class b + H,(T’ x id)(b) is the image of an element of the fundamental 
group rr,(flnf X Rp~S2n, ((y,; s,,), u,>> represented by (Y * p *(CT’ X idI0 a>* p-‘, 
where (Y is a loop and B is a path from ((y,; s,>, L’J to ((yO; -s,>, ~a>. We may 
choose p as, without loss of generality, a path in S” leaving its components in 
other factors fixed at the base points because we are only concerned with the 
homology group. It follows that K(LY * p *(CT’ X idlo cr>* p-i)) = ((a, *O* (Ye *O), 
(a2 aO* cxi *O)) = ((a, * cr,), (LYE * a,)). This implies that b + H,(T’ X id)(b) is 
- - - 
contained in im(A * : ker f, + ker f, 63 ker f, >. 
It follows from the above computations, Lemma 2.2 and the commutative 
diagrams of Thorn-Gysin sequences 
and 
. . . - H,W,x S”; Zlprl*r*hZn) A HI&; &Q~,+A>~ @ ZJ 
I 
H,(t’ x id) 
I 
H,(i) 
. . . - H,(M x S”; Zprl*f*Az,,) - H,M x P”; zpryf*Azn @ zprz*,J 
+ H,(Kf; Jfi*pr~~2,s) z z2 A z2 - n, - 0 (7) 
p p p 
- H,(Mx P”; ZprrfeA2J = Z, - Z, - L, - 0 
. . . - H,((L$ x S”> x Rp~J2n) - H,(L$ x S”; J&r*& 
I 
H,(i’ X id X id) 
I 
H&i’ X id) 
. . . - H,((M x Sm) xWp~uS2”) - HI04 x S”; ZprffeA2,,) 
+ H,(f$xS”)=Z ---$ Z - Z, - 0 (8) 
T= 1s p 
- H,(MxS”)=Z - Z - L, - 0 
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that 
coker( H,( i) : H1( A4 X P”; Zprl*f*A2, 8 Zpr$*) 
-+H I( Q; G*pr~,,~~ Q C,)) 
z H,(J$ x S”; &r,whZn )/(im H,( i’ X id) + ker( H,( p))) 
2 H,((Ofx Y) xaBPd2n) 
/(im( H,( i’ X id X id)) + ker( H,( 6)) + &( H,( p))) 
=(kerf,m)f,)/(im(A,) + (??a@) 
= w//G. 
This proves the theorem for n odd. 
To prove the even dimensional case, we need to consider the subgroup 
(b + g, b( b E C,(Kf x Rp~nS2n)) in H,(Kf X Rp~nS2n). First we claim that H1<Kf 
x~+,,,s~~) z B, e m. In fact there is a commutative diagram of homotopy 
exact sequences 
1 
1 
7T,(Rf x SW> 
(r "Pr,)* 
- 7r,(RP2”) 
lP* = I 
1 - 7rl( KfXRBPZ”P) p* Trl(Kf) - 77,(RP2”) - 0 
-1 
z2 (9) 
I 
that defines a split short exact sequence 
l-tker r.+ -ker((pr,or).)=im p* -+Z,+O. (10) 
It then follows from (1) and (10) that q,(ker r* > = ker f* x ker f,. Note also 
that ker r* is invariant with respect to the automorphism T, : ‘rrl(flf) + a,(fl,>. 
Therefore it follows from a similar Abelianization argument to that in Proposition 
2.3 that 
H1( K, x Rp~nSZn) 
zz -~z~(kerr,/[kerf,,kerf,l((T,(a))a-’~a~kerf,)) 
= z, @ ((ker f, X ker f*)/( [ker f* , ker f* 1 X lker f*, ker f* I> 
x((c, c-l )Ic~ML)) 
= 27, 63 ((W CB kerf,)/V(kerf,)) 3 s ‘q @ ker> 
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- - 
where V: ker f ;k -+ ker f .+ @ ker f * is defined as y * (y, - y) and h : ker f * 
- . CB k?+ ker f .+ 1s the epimorphism defined by (y, 6) H y + 6. 
If b is a cycle, choose a loop (Y such that (a> E r ,(Y, yn> and represents the 
coset which corresponds to the homology class 5. Let /3 be a path from the base 
point .zO to g(z,,) in KfXR+“S2”. Note that p 0 p is a loop in Kf, and the 
projection on R, of its lifting p is also a loop. In fact we may choose p 
appropriately so that fi, = 6, in n-,(M)\ker f*. It follows that the lifting of 
p cJ(a * p *C&J o (-U)* BP’) in 0, X S” is a loop since the projection to K, of this 
lifting represents the zero of Z, in n-,(Kf). This implies that 
P*((a*p*(goa)*p-‘))E(a*laEim s,)[im q,,im q,]<ker r* 
and thus (-1 b E C,(Y)) G 2H,(Y). 
Observe that 
irn(H,(i):Hr((M~P”) x~+S*~) ~H,(Kf~,pS2”)) 
E Z, @ ((w CB m))/( A * (wf, + V(m))) 
z L, $2ker f* . 
It follows therefore that 
coker(H,(MxP”; %:f*AJ -W($; &P~fnJ) 
-H,(KIXRpZnS2n)/((b+b E C,(Y))+ im H,(i)) 
= ker f* @ Z,. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Examining the same, or slightly modified version of the preliminary lemmas to 
the proof of Theorem 1.2, we are in the position to compute the cokernels of the 
homomorphisms 
and 
First we need the following general results to minimize the tendius details in the 
calculation. 
Let (Y, B, b,) be a space pair in which both Y and B are path connected. 
Denote by s-A(Y, B, b,,) the quotient group of r,,JY, B, b,,) by m,,JY, B, b,,) 
= (a - ~,,~(a) I a E n-,,,(Y, B, b,,) and [al E r,(B, b,)). Given a covering space 
p:(g, i?, jjo> -+ (Y, B, y,J, where B =p-‘(B), and assume that ~T,(B, Y,,) = 
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:*(Y, y,). Then there certainly is an isomorphism 0 : rA(p, fi, 9,) + [D”, S”-‘; 
Y, 81 for m > 1. A similar argument to the one in [9, p. 3831 will lead to 
Lemma 5.1. Let 4 be a covering transformation and let W be a path in B’ from 6, to 
6,, where j7, = $(6,>. There is a commutative diagram 
rA(Y, B, b,) * ?$I;, B, 5,) 2 [D”, S”-‘; 2, l?] 
;jP*I4 
I 
?,;I oG* 
-1 
** 
I 
r:(Y, B, b,) A TA(f;, Li, c!$) -L [D”, S”-‘; ?;, ti], 
where rfGl is the automorphism of the relative homotopy group determined by the 
class of the path &. 
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that m > 1 and r,(Y, B, y,,) = 0 for i Cm. Denote by P 
the subgroup (d + G,(d) 1 d E H,#, l?, 6,); rC, any nontrivial couering transforma- 
tion) of H,,,(p;, I?, 63, and by Q and R respectively the subgroups (a - TC,$a) 1 a E 
r,,JY); [al spur,) and (a + 7Ja)l a E 7~,(Yk [PI EP*T@)) of the group 
r,JY 1. Then 
H,(Y, L?, b,)/P= ~~(y)/(Q+R+im i*), 
where i : B -+ Y is the inclusion. 
Proof. It follows from the Herewicz Theorem that H,(?;, Z?, 6,) = 7rA(l?, l?, 6,). 
By the Five Lemma p* : ~~(p, 8, LO) -+ r,JY, B, b,) is an isomorphism. We also 
have rA(Y, B, b,) = 7r,JY)/(im i, + (a - 7L,l(a)l a E ~,JY); [al ~p,a,(fi))) by 
definition. Then the proposition follows from the above lemma. 0 
It follows from the exact sequence (1) that ~-,,,+@2,.) =TV+, CD am+,. 
Note that the action of [al E r,(K,) on rm+JKf), where (Y cannot be lifted to 
0, x S” as a loop, is equivalent to the automorphism T, : ~,,,+~(n,> + rm+ ,&I,). 
-/ 
and 
32” --m 
) 
m#2n-m 
> 
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It follows that 
coker(H,,+,(i) : Kl+,( MxP”;Z,r:f*hz,~,)-)H,+l(Kf 
ze ~rn+t(M) -m+IW)) (
/(im A, +imV+im((a+7,81(a)(uErm+,(Ky); 
P. Zhang 
[p] P im(r,((MX P”) XRp~n-mS2n-m) 
-f?WXP”))))) 
=~~+,(w/(%+t(w +255-~+tw)) =r,*+t(W @G. 
Since (A4 X SW> X Rp2n-tnS2n-m is simply connected, it follows from Proposition 
4.1 that 
Kl+1( J+X S”; qlr,,**J/im H?n+,(i’) 
~H,+,((fl,xS”) XRpznd2n-m) 
/[im H,+,(~l + (a +63*(a)(a~H,+,((RfXS”) 
XRp?“d2”-m))) 
z em+, v?l+,W) ( 
/[im A, + ((by 62) + ~~~~~~~~~~ 7&h))1 
(b,> 62) l r,n+dW @rm+dM), 
[PI ETI(W and [PI # 0)). 
h argument similar to the one in Section 3 shows that 
( im H,+,(i’) +(d+7.:(d)ld~Ir,+,(n,Xs-, epr:r*~2,-_))) 
/(im H,+,( i’)) = 0. 
Thus we obtain the result for n odd. 
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